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Limited Service Restaurant (LSR)
Specialty Shops - Snacks,
Beverages & Desserts - US

“Limited service specialty restaurants are often singular-
item focused. They must figure out how to create buzz
and position their item in a variety of ways to appeal to a
wide range of consumers. Certain brands have found
success in creating line extensions with seasonal and
limited-time offers, new formats like ...

Innovation on the Menu: Flavor
Trends - US

“Restaurant operators don’t necessarily need to reinvent
the wheel if they want to stay on trend for new flavors
and cuisines. Instead, focusing on how restaurants can
differentiate themselves from in-home cooking through
authentic ethnic flavors, fresh herb combinations, and
unique sauce pairings can garner more interest in a
restaurant ...

On-premise Alcohol Consumption
Trends - US

“On-premise operators include restaurants, bars, and
other venues, and they are all competing for consumer
dollars. Operators must set themselves apart by creating
a unique dining experience to drive traffic. This
incorporates menu offerings as well as overcoming a
lack of food or drink options. A strong push toward ...

Colleges and Universities
Foodservice - US

“A student’s time in college is a unique experience, and
the role of university dining services is just as special.
This is the pivotal time where students’ eating habits are
formed, and college students are willing and eager to
learn more about the foods they consume. The role of
foodservice ...

Full Service Restaurants - US

“Full service restaurants face many obstacles preventing
traffic which will need to be rectified in order to boost
sales. Such issues include menus that don’t reflect the
changing needs of consumers, outdated branding, a
perception of poor value, and limited healthful options.
In response, operators can expand dayparts and item ...

Foodservice -
USA
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